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Unfortunately, this is the first game I regret buying here on Steam (I have bought at least 55 games so far). Interesting idea but
the game feels unfinished and the game-play is too "narrow". You get bored pretty quickly, and lose motivation to continue.
Sorry, I cannot recomendend this game in its current state.. I was waiting for the Goldy Corp since DEMO version and it was
totally worth it! Gameplay is improved a lot. Playing the game is fun.. some levels are quite challening, i enjoyed it overall, nice
humour, nice references to other games and stuff like flat earth society.. Godly Corp is game for players who like challenges.
Each level is different, some focus on agility, others on precision, and all require multitasking. And we are under time pressure
all the time! Each level guarantees that you will spend a few tries over it before you figure it out and pass it. Personally, I did not
manage to pass any level the first time and sometimes I wanted to leave the game because of the frustration, but I kept telling
myself that it was already close. The game is also full of humor, whether during the game, but also after losing, which makes the
time spent with the game more pleasant and encourages further attempts and passing the next levels. If you think you are agile
and multitasking, believe me, you are wrong. At least not as much as you think. A game worth recommending.. Usually, I stay
away from various "surgeon-like" genre games - I basically don't have enough patience to deal with this stuff. However, Godly
Corp is too much fun to stay away from it, even if you do not like such games, like me. Game was nearly perfectly designed
when it comes to mechanics and levels design - they are alright for casual type of players and if you want a challenge you can
increase difficulty level which needs you to react faster and more careful in the same time - making game harder by it. I
managed to have fun most of the time, despite Godly Corp being rather short production (but with decent replayability, I guess)
- not counting few levels when I was frustrated so bad I had to take a break. Each of 15 levels is unique in its own way; some
require you to move planet so you can heat marked regions and some require you to pick up arms and shoot at various enemies.
Always using your trusted tool-limb: lovecraftian-themed tentacle. Even if you've seen enough hentai - Godly Corp is definitely
worth giving it a go, especially when you take its low price in consideration.. Unfortunately, this is the first game I regret buying
here on Steam (I have bought at least 55 games so far). Interesting idea but the game feels unfinished and the game-play is too
"narrow". You get bored pretty quickly, and lose motivation to continue. Sorry, I cannot recomendend this game in its current
state.
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